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The knowledge explosioni the growth of technology,
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Weaknesses of the scientific, linguistic approach to language
instruction are seen in relation to the larger goals of the
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Humanizing Language Study*

by Laurence IV Car

S LANGUAGE TEACHERS we are all grateful for the benefits

we have received in the past few years: the support of the public and

of our administrators; invaluable help from the U. S. Office of Education;

the contributions of brilliant linguists; a clear-eut methodology for the

language cla:-.isroom; and audio-visual aids of every kind.

Yet, despite our go,i4 fortune, there are still shadows in the picture.

For example, there is the danger that this wealth of new materials, meth-

ods, techniques, and machinesand our eagerness to possess and master

themmay obscure from our view some basic needs of students in the

classroom. We may be losing sight of the problems faced by those attempt-

ing the study of a second language.
The qualities of speed, economy, efficiency, thoroughness are all inte-

grated in the scientific, linguistic approach. But these are qualities we

associate more easily with machines. In. our desire to teach a language so

as to obtain the best results in a minimum of tinw, it is possible that our

approach may become depersonalized, and indifferent to the sensibilities of

the learner.
Teaching a language is our profession. It is what we know best how to

do. Yet even in what we know best, there is always the element of the

unknown. With particular reference to our own work, I think we are not

aware of what the students expect of us. We are tending to neglect our

role as teachun. We must, be more titan instructors or technicians in an

isolated subject. In other words, we must humanize the teaching and the

learning of a foreign language. To be more explicit, we must become aware

of students as emotional human beings, motivate them, establish a feling

of real communication in the classroom, and inspire a love of language for

itself.
To qualify as genuine teachers, we have, first of all, the obligation to be

considerate of the student in I lw foreign language class. For example, what

is simple and routine to us, who have already studied the language, may be

* Revision of an address delivered before the Idaho Foreign Language Teacher's

Association, April 2243, 1900.
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painfully complex to the student. Conirolited with a seemingly unintelligible
system of sounds, patterns, and structures, he often stiffer:: from nervous-
ness, embarrassment, and anxiety. In the beginning, and sometimes long
thereafter, even a language like French, or German, may constitute a
"shock" language, so far as the student is concerned.

It is a paradox that, in a language class, a student is deprived of a means
of complete communication. In other classes, language is available for
support, defense, self-expres:,ion, retention, comments, questions; also as a
tool of enquiry, and as a frame of reference. Contrast this Ivith the poverty
of personal communication in the foreign language class, where so much
activity is centered oil rote learning, repetition, and structural drill.

To he relatively mute and dumb is one thing. To be dependent on aural
signals alone imposes another strain. Reliance on aural memory is no
longer characteristic, of our Western civilization. Having the printed page,
the film, the tape recorder, \V( hie\ ably resort to the visual image or
playback for purposes of recall and retention. It is natural, then, that the
dependence on aural retention is disconcerting --not to say, frustrating
to our modern A talents. It has been stated that :.bout seven syllables is the
limit for remembering the reproduction of sounds. If we agree, no more
need be said as to what a problem aural retention poses for the average
student.

What I have been saying is that a language class can give rise to feelings
of alienation and insecurity, which certainly do not provide the optimum
conditions for learning. In an article hi the Fectielt Thrieto,' Gertrude Mos-
kowitz cites some typical reactions of e( *go students. There is the one
who "freezes" when he has to say something in French class. Another:
"My stomach is tied in knots." Another: "I can't speak because I'm tense."
"I can't learn because I'm nervous." Others feel the same, but do not
verbalize.

.Another object of concern to the dedicated teacher is the matter of
motivation. There is a strong emotional element in learning. Indeed,
there must be a drive, a hunger, to learn. Our behaviorist psychologists
have postulated certain theories Of learning by observing the reactions of
animals to stimuli. In the Skinner Box, for example, the rats learn to oper-
ate a lever, and are thereby rewarded with more food pellets. They are
motivated through hunger. They learn because they are deprived of
food. But, on a comparable baAs, do our Audents feel deprived of French,
Spanish, German, Hottentot, or Swahili? I raise this question merely to
make a point. Alotivation is not intrinsic to the language under study.

In programmed learning, in current methodology, and in the various
1 "'1 he Fearsome Foreign Language I I our," Frcneh 11( view, May Ifni:3,781-78(3.
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3boratory procedures, there is always the underlying assumption that the
-tudent is eager to learn. Too often that is not the case. If the student is
9assive, if lie does not cooperate fully, all the carefully prepared devices
;ad procedures for learniug yield no worthwhile results. The indifferent
,tta lent gains little from "rewards," drills, mimicry or memorization if
he simply goes through the motions while, in his own mind, he is building

:astles in Spain.
The unmotivated student, the one who takes language as a requirement,

:'ecls that overlearning, automat is response, saturation practice, are a waste
time. I submit that he feels this way because he is totally ignorant of

:11(' rationale of the iguist ic, seientific approach. While \VP) as ildructors,
,now the virtues of this method, an alarming number of students think

it in only derogatory terms. So let us take the time to inform our classes
if the nature of language learning. If a student learns how any subject is
:-arned, andbetter yet -how any subject is mastered, and if he knows

a reward his patient effort and attention will produce in the ecurse
'f time, it is certain his interest will intensify. After all, how we learn is
:".iscinating to any mind, regardless of what is being learned.

What I would like to consider next is the teacher-student relationship
the lang,tutge class. In the filial analysis, the object of study is but a

;xetext for a. price1(s5 eX1)(TiOICCI in cominunicat ion. Unless we are on our
4wird, our role may become exclusively that of instructors, rather than
.0achers; or inculcating material fur playback, rather than eliciting pe,:sonal
:.,actions and responses. Over.reliance on manuals, technology, and pre-
labricated materials results in limited and controlled expression On the
part of the student.

We cannot expect young minds merely to absorb passively. Students feel
.11c need to express their own ideas, to react to real life situations. Too often
:n textbooks, they meet with the abstract, the contrived, and the artificial.
Current teaching methods emphasize the importance of learning the strut.-
!Inv of the language, and rightfully so. But a response to life as the student
xtually perceives and feels it pleasure, fun, frustration, or disappoint-
:ont---is too confined by the rigorous discipline of a systematic method.

The col went ration on structure underplays the lexical meanings of words.
Toe often they are referred to as "bricks" or "stones." Wordh have life.
ti word can almost, resume a way of life, even a destiny. We have only to
` "member what a word like "honor" means to the Spanish, "Jansenism"
'1 the French, or "space" to us. Only words, rich with meaning, can awaken
.'al stimulate, the mind.

The lack of genuine communication slowly erodes the presence of the
*-acher. The language laboratory, films, tapes, leaching machines, the
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the larger sense. Ortega says: "We have, no doubt, increasingly to live with
ideas, but we must stop living front our ideas, and learn to live from, our
inexorable dcstiny.3

lixtvnizirrY WYOMJNG

3 Jose Ortega y Gasset, "In Search of (loathe from Within," The Dehumanization
of Art and Other Writings on Art and Culture, trans. W. R. Trask (Garden City, New
York: 1)0uhleday Anchor Books), p. 155.
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